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ABSTRACT. Electron capture in proton-hydrogen collision a t 3° scattering angle 
(laboratory system) has been invostigaied, using a two state approximation. The sysioin 
of two protons and an electron form-i a hydrogen-molccular-ion, witli variable intornuclear 
distance. In tlie present paper only the lowest symmetric and anii-symmetric states of IĴ -t 
are considered and the protons with thoir asso<uated electron-cloud are scattered differently 
in these two cases. The two difleront scattering amplitudes are each associated with a time 
dependent j^hase which develops differently for the symmetric and anti-symmetric stattis. 
binally the amplitudes in different }>hasos int« r̂fore and determine the piobability of capture. 
The numerical computation of capture jirobability in the present paper shows a very good 
agreement with experiment regarding the position of maxima and minima, in the energy rangr^
1.1 to 0.45 Kev. Below 0.45 K,ev the })rosent result shows more rapid fluctuations, in capture 
probability which are however, not found in the experimental curve.

I N T R O D U C T I O N
The proton-hydrogen atom charge transfer problem has been largely investi

gated, botli theoretically and experimentally in recent years. Previous theoretical 
studies, on the differential cross sections at fixed scattering angle, were made by 
Bates and McCarrol (1962) and Mukherjee and Sil (1962), using a ‘two-state ap
proximation in impact parameter method. Theoretical calculations show a reso
nant variation of capture probability against the incident energy of the proton. 
Ihc probability reaches the value one at the peeks and zero at the valleys. The 
experimental findings of Holbig and Everhart (1965) show a similar variation of 
capture probability with several peaks and valleys, but the probabilities neither 
reach the maximum value one, nor drop to zero. This deviation from theoretical 
result was found more prominent near the lower energies. Moreover there is a 
marked disagreement between those theoretical results and experimental findings 
in respect of the position of maxima and minima.

The discrepancies were thought of as due to the neglect of the coupling of the 
excited states. Accordingly calculations were done by Bates and Williams (1964) 
using a three state approximation*\ Another theoretical result was put forward
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by Basu, Sil and Bhattaoharyya (1965), using a Tariationai method and taking 
four atomic etatos I S ,  2 S  around each proton. Both of these calculations show a 
decrease of the capture probability at the peak and increase of the same at the 
valley, thus in qualitative agreement with the experiment of Everhart.

Recently, F. J. Smith (1964) pointed out the failure of the impact parameter 
method a t low energies and developed the wave treatment of the same problem. 
Taking into consideration only two states in his .calculations, he finds a consider
able decrease in the oscillation of capture probai)ility at low energies. Further, 
after introducing a correction due to coupling with the excited state 2pn,^ (from 
the calculations of Bates and Williams) in this two state calculations, he finds 
a good agreement regarding the position of resonances.

Another theoretical treatment, in connection with the scattering problem 
of He/^—Hc system, has been introduced by Marohi and Smith (1965). They have 
emphasized the need for the separate treatment for the motion of the two nuclei 
in two separate fields due to symmetric and antisymmetric states of ion-atom 
pair. In our problem we allow the two protons to move in their respective classical 
orbits under the potential due to symmetric and antisymmetric states of hydrogen 
molecular ion. In order that the protons may be scattered through a fixed angle, 
each of the two potentials gives rise to a separate set of impact parameter, distance 
of closest approach and the classical cross section of scattering. The square root of 
the classical cross section is assumed to be the scattering amplitude in the respec
tive state. Each amplitude is associated with a certain phase which is determined 
by the time dependent motion of the electrons in the field of the two protons. 
In the calculation of the phase, the effect of motion of the protons in 
their actual trajectory (rather than the approximate assumption that protons 
move in straight paths) has also been considered. Finally, the two amplitudes 
with their appropriate phase interfere and exhibits capture phenomena a t a parti
cular angle.

Atomic units are used in all calculations of this paper.
T H E O R Y

If  ̂  is the wave function of a system composed of two protons A and B  placed 
at the points and R b and an electron at r, then we can expand 0  in terms of 
molecular wave functions as

<k^^Fi(R)i/Ti(R, r),i
where, J? =  | | { |  =  I R 4 —/{ jbI. ^ i { R , r )
is the molecular wave function with the nuclear separation distance B  considered 
momentarily a t rest.

The identity of A  and B  gives rise to two sets of wave functions, symmetric 
^nd antisymmetric, corresponding to the interchange of A  and B  in the homiltonian.
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For small velocities of the incident proton it is a reasonable approximation to take 
in the sum only two terras, viz., the lowest states in the syminotric and anti-sym
metric distribution of electron cloud in hydrogen molecular ion.

Thus in this two state approximation ^  is written as
^ -  f^s(R)MR. r)+F^(R)fa(R, r)

For large JR, the molecular wave functions transform to the linear combinations 
of the ground state atomic wave functions V̂ ,̂j5(r) i e. wave functions of the 
electron around the proton A  or the proton B. The functions Fs,a(R) 
the form exp (ife • /?)+/.s,a(^){cxp(tii?)}/JR for large R, so that the scattered 
wave is given by

^/2

+ {fA{r)-^B(r){fa(e)e i{na{t)} 1 (1

We assume that the a m p l i t u d e i s  the positive square root of the classical 
cross section which is connected with impact parameter «'nd scattering
angle 0̂  by the relation,

{0) =  bs,a i  ̂ ) cosec0.\dd/s,a
I t is to be noted that we have introduced in the asymptotic form of ^  the phase 
factors exp[i {^5,o(0] which determine the dissociation of molecular wave functions 

r) to either ^ a{t) or after infinite separation of the protons. The
electron has been originally attached to the proton A  before the collision starts 
and we may associate this initial condition to [7,sf>a(0]<-~<» ~  0 (Time is measured 
from the instant when the two protons are close to each other). The phase factors 
have been obtained from the time dependent wave equation of the electron in 
the field of the two protons, (cf. Smith, F. T. 1966)

VSta(^) — J (2)

where esta is the electronic energy in the ground state of s3rmmetrio and antisym
metric cloud of hydrogen molecular ion.

Collecting the coefficient of from the equation (1 ) and squaring it, we get 
the capture cross section. This capture cross section divided by the sum of the cross 
sections of scattering and capture gives the capture probability,

P c ~  H  008{i/s(oo)-7a(oo)} j ... (3)



C A L C U L A T I O N S  AND R E S U L T S  
We have from (2)

0»
Vs,a{'^) =  I  es,a[R {t)]dt
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/ \ aro given by the well known classical relation,
\ dt /S ,a  ®

.. (4)

( w  )L  = s- +“®}- % ' 1

and (ro)s,» are the distances of closest approach, so that for B = Tq, (dR jd t)  =  0 .

is the velocity and T  the kinetic energy of the incident proton in laboratory 
system of coordinates.

The table of es,a(R) a t equal intervals of B  has been calculated by H. Wind
(1965), and bs ,a have been plotted against energy by F. J . Smith (1966).

The integrand in (4) has a singularity at the lower limit. The behaviour of 
the integrand near the lower limit is like that of near the origin. We have 
employed a method, as given in the book ‘Methods of Mathematical Physics’ by 
Jeffreys and Jeffreys (1962) for the evaluation of the integral near the lower limit. 
The integration in the rest of the range is done by Simpson’s method. Next we 
substitute the value of [i/*’(co)— <̂j(oo)] in (3). We also substitute the values of

from the work of F. J . Smith. This gives the expression for P^.
The capture probability calculated in this paper is presented in fig. 1 in solid 

line. The experimental curve of Everhart and the curve giving the results of the 
theoretical calculations in two state approximation by F. J . Smith are also shown 
for comparison.

I t  is seen that regarding the positions of maxima and minima, good agreement 
with experiment is obtained in the range 0.46 to 1.1 Kev. Below 0.45 Kev, the 
calculated capture probability shows more frequent oscillations which have not 
been observed in the experiment of Everhart et td., The more frequent oscillation 
of capture probability in our results in the energy range 0.45 to 0.1 Kev is due to 
the rapid variation of the phase difference [ys(oo)—^(oo)]. This tendency of 
more rapid oscillations with decreasing energy is also found in the theolretioal 
results of Bates and Williams (1964), down to 0.26 Kev.
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ENERGY IN KoV
Fig. !. Oapturo probability against tlu' imiidont energy of the proton (in Lab. syatom).

--------------theoretical curve of F.J. Smith (1964) by two-stato-calculatioris. His
three state calculation with the inclusion of 2p'7ru shows bettor agroomont with 
experiment.
—,—.—,— experimental curve of Helbig and Everhart. (1965) States
------------- - theoretical curve by the present authors, with actual points of calcula*
tion indicated only below 0.5 kov energy to show extrapolation particularly a t 0.12 
Kev energy.

Above 1.1 Kev our theoretical curve begins to be out of phase with the corres
ponding experim ental curve, this may be due to the neglect of the higher excited 
states of //g'* . F. J. Smith finds an encouraging agreement with experiment by 
considering the correction in capture probability duo to the 2jp;r« state. The work 
to incorporate the same effect in our method is in progress.
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